PNEU NITTO POST. CHEAP-STYLE, but not CHEAP. S-60 is the model. Price/availability to be determined.
Weʼll stock it in 27.2 and the
Betty Foy size.

This is made by Nitto and
beautifully finished, with a
clamp that weʼre betting holds
way better than the clamps on
the old cheapy posts.
Price will be around $30, but
thatʼs not fixed. Available
maybe 3 months or two. We
may have an earlybirdopter
special on them, not sure.
We jess dunno.

Hereʼs the clamp. It comes with the nutcaps. If you end up getting one of these posts and lose the nutcaps,
youʼre on your own, soldier. Duct tape or nothing. No word yet whether or not a double-rail clamp is available. I
imagine the cheap double-rain clamps will fit on it, though nobody here has tried it and itʼs not a front-burner item.

Thatʼs a 13mm nut there, and youʼll need an open-end wrench or a cone wrench to tighten it. Tighten it really tight.Grease the threads first, or use beeswax. Google “annoying orange” and get annoyed and mildy
entertained at the same time.

This is the way some people, especially many
Japanese and French people, think a postand-saddle combo ought to look. Not too
much post showing, and the clamp hidden by
the sad-flaps.
It should not be your new standard and make
you unhapy with a visible clamp. Nothing
wrong with a visible clamp, especially if itʼs a
nice one--it can be a nice small detail that
adds to the overall looka the bike. But this
hear looks good too, and certainly works well
with this style clamp, which by itself is no
looker. This one is 250mm long, but we may
shoot for 270. Basically, if 250 isnʼt long
enough, your bike is too small and you should
give it to a shorter person.

For reading text, the best line length is 39
characters long, like this. Donʼt start sentences with numerals. Find a way of treating
numbers (writing them out or using numerals)
thatʼs consistent--like, spell them up to ten, or
twenty, and use the numerals after that. Itʼs
good to write $100 thousand, rather than
$100,000 or “one hundred thousand dollars.”

Spell out “percent” in text, and use % in lists.

Iʼm just trying to fill up this text box, but
enough is enough.

This is the way some people, especially
many Japanese and French people, think
a post-and-saddle combo ought to look.
Not too much post showing, and the
clamp hidden by the sad-flaps.
It should not be your new standard and
make you unhapy with a visible clamp.
Nothing wrong with a visible clamp, especially if itʼs a nice one--it can be a nice
small detail that adds to the overall looka
the bike. But this hear looks good too,
and certainly works well with this style
clamp, which by itself is no looker.

